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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 

Hello again.  Another winter is here but in our area it hasn't been hard to take 
with short cold spells then warming up again.   

I am looking forward to our club being part of the Perdue Fair this summer.  Our 
farm is only 18 miles south of Perdue so it will make it easier to bring equipment 
to the show. Their fair has been going on for as far back as I can remember.   

At one time they had competitions for baking, garden produce and sewing as well 
as a rodeo but times change. When I was in school at Harris we had a school band 
that was in their parade a couple of times.  My dad also had IHC equipment in the 
parade.  I believe that at one point Perdue had a IHC dealership. They currently 
have a New Holland dealership as well as a long time Massey Ferguson dealer.   

Unfortunately, the community lost their rink to a fire three years ago but they 
managed to fundraise enough money to build a new one which just opened which 
shows just what a small town can do.  A big thank you to Colleen Urick for taking 
on the role of show chair person for this year's show.  

There hasn't been a lot accomplished on our winter projects yet.  Our son Ryan is 
away calving out a friends purebred cattle herd so it has been slow in the shop.  I 
have been spending my winter going over our 1992 IHC 9300 highway tractor 
which we have had from new.  I was gravelling for different Rural Municipalities at 
the time and bought it to haul gravel and grain.  It has been very dependable over 
the years with no major repairs.  We have had it at some of our shows.  

I would like to thank John Richardson again for taking on our membership 
secretary role.  

Here's to hoping spring comes early. 

Until next time, 

Blair Leonard, President 





2019 SHOW UPDATE            submitted by Colleen Urick, Show Chair 

Editor’s note:  Congratulations, and many thanks to Colleen Urick of Perdue SK who has volunteered to 
act as 2019 Show Chair for the annual show in Perdue, SK.        

SHOW DATES:  JULY 26 TO 28, 2019 AT PERDUE, SK AGRICULTURAL GROUNDS. 

Hello Everyone!  This is what we have got so far: 

HOTELS - Book both hotel rooms under "Western Canada IHC Chapter38" 
           - all rooms must be booked by June 24, 2019 

Westwinds Motor Hotel     Best Western Blairmore 
Biggar, SK (30 km to Perdue)     Saskatoon, SK (56 km to Perdue) 
902 Main Street       306 Shillington Cres. 
Ph. 306-948-3301      Ph. 306-242-2299 

CAMPING - Golden Links Park - Perdue, SK  * 14 electrified sites, sewer dump station, 
drinking water, picnic tables, large covered shelter.  1st night free, $5 per night thereafter 

FRIDAY EVENING SOCIAL @ Ag Society Fair Grounds 

SATURDAY EVENTS:  7-9 am Pancake Breakfast, 9:30- Parade, 12 noon - tractor pulls, 
cattle show, Kids Fun Alley, Beer Gardens.  NB -Tractor pulls usually over between 5-6 pm. 

SALES TABLES AVAILABLE - $20 per table. 

SUPPER 6 PM  @ Perdue Complex  : Roast Beef, oven roasted potatoes, salads, pickles, cheese, 
and buns.  Walking distance north of grounds. 

IHC CHAPTER 38 ANNUAL MEETING 
Guest Speaker - Norm Meier - former IH Dealer 

If you have any questions, contact show chair Colleen Urick at: 
306-237-7661 (C), 306-237-9127 (H) 



FROM THE SHOP OF THE VICE-PRESIDENT 

Instalment #2 on the Buick restoration. I did get the bottom end finished so I could flip it over 
and install the engine in the chassis. I installed the short block without the head as it would be 
easier to handle. Replacing the head involved the usual two steps ahead and one back common 
when one is working without a manual or previous experience. 

It is old style engineering with head bolts under the rocker shaft so the rockers will have to 
come off once it runs for awhile. The simple side of the engine was the starter, generator 
distributor side. They had been repaired during the piston search so just had to be bolted on. 
That side also has the water pump so it was rebuilt as well. 

The manifolds were simple, just choose the best and install although I had to deviate from the 
Fletcher design here as the original manifolds and carburetor were scrap. The parts engine had 
the intake manifold installed upside down and a Holley 94 carb downdraft carburetor on it. 

There was not much left of either engine in the fuel pump drive department so I went without a 
fuel pump. This meant I had to have an updraft carburetor so that it was lower than the fuel 



tank. Thanks to a 
request on the 
C h a p t e r 3 8 
Facebook page I 
ended up with a 
r e b u i l t 
carburetor off of 
a 99 Oliver. This 
is close to the 
correct age group 
a n d f r o m a n 
engine of similar 
displacement. It 
r e q u i r e d a 
h o m e b u i l t 
adapter which is 
not of Fletcher 
quality but has 
the “farm built” 
l o o k . T h e 
governor came 
out of inventory 
and is from a flathead Chrysler as used in some tractors and combines. That pushes the limit 
for “period correct” but will have to do. I put the exhaust manifold on upside down so it will 
exhaust up through the hood. 

For some time I was afraid to add water as that radiator is about 90 years old and is the first 
one I have seen where the fins are deteriorated. Obviously copper fins cannot rust but these 
are disappearing. Wonder of wonders the rad holds water but the water manifold did not. The 
adapter for the temperature gauge was brazed to the manifold and that leaked but also all the 
uprights from the head to the header pipe had many pinholes. I had to use that manifold 
because Fletchers had welded a new outlet on it to match up with the 15-30 radiator. 

Time for the big test. It runs and has oil pressure. There is a lot of adjusting to do seeing as 
the engine, governor and carburetor have never met before but it sounds like it is going to work. 
There is also manual spark advance to hook up. 

I bragged about the Buick dash that they had used but it turned out to be not worth the cost 
of restoration. Pretty well none of it was in condition to use. I found in my “stuff” an NOS oil 
pressure gauge for a 15-30 so it has gone in the original spot. Hard to see from the seat but 
original. The generator uses a cut out system so I am going to instal the electrical box and 
switch from a W6. It must have been a pretty new W6 to donate a lighting kit at that time but 
you could go to town and buy a lighting kit for a 6 from the IH dealer then. Dad told me that 
when the lighting kit came in for their ’39 M my uncle Cliff was so excited he stayed up half the 
night putting it on. 



Now it is down to all the finishing details. The cab needs some attention. George Fletcher had 
put barn windows in it to make it a little windproof. The glass is long gone and I am not 
interested in restoring barn windows or buying safety glass to make them legal. 

The hood and fuel tank have not been installed. I have measured to make sure the exhaust does 
not come up through the gas tank but other than that I am not sure where it will come through 
the hood. Almost certainly it will have a straight pipe. 

I am sure hoping to get this outfit to Perdue, probably the Tandem WD 40’s as well. Notice I 
said hope, not promise. Stay tuned. 

David Saville, Vice President 

FROM THE PAST MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY….Barb Bender  
  
It is my pleasure to introduce the New Membership Secretary for Chapter 38 IHC.  John 
Richardson has relieved me in this position; not because I wanted to leave, but because it is 
time now for me to make a change or two with my time, and in doing so I am missing Sharon 
Algot, my right hand help, and all the mail that came to me for the past 7 years.  I really did 
enjoy my time as Membership Secretary, and maybe someday I will re-apply for the position. 
One never knows what is ahead. 

I am helping John with the Membership Secretary work; this is just a reminder that dues to 
Chapter 38 IHC are due on or before Feb. 28, 2019. 
Single membership = $45.00; family membership =$55.00 

I include John’s mailing address for your convenience.  John is a Saskatchewan Fellow through 

and through living in Calgary at this time, but he is still IH and that is very good! 

John Richardson, 
Chapter 38 IHC 
P.O. Box 72168  RPO Glenmore Landing 
Calgary, AB.  T2V 5H9 
ph 306-530-5059 

I wish everyone good health and I look forward to seeing everyone in Perdue, SK. this summer. 

Sincerely, 
Barb Bender 



MEMBER PROFILE:    Iain Richardson, Semans, SK, Chapter 38 Director 

I'm sitting here with some time on my hands, realizing that it is high time I write the details 
about myself and my collection of antique vehicles. My name is Iain Richardson and I am an 
admitting I have an addiction, ha ha! 

My interest in antique Internationals started at approximately age 11. It was the fall of my 
grade seven year, just previous to Halloween. My father Alan and I had been to visit dad's 
elderly friend Doug Graham, an old retired mechanic of Scottish descent, who resided with his 
sweetheart wife in a little house down the alley from the local school. I am not sure why we 
were visiting, but if memory serves me correctly it was to examine the arrival of his W-30 
McCormick tractor and 1927 S-24 truck. Both were family originals from the fence line at his 
former family farm 12 miles south of Semans. I was immediately taken with the style and grace 
of the old truck despite it's delapidated condition, with the skeletal roof rotted and sagged and 
lack of a box. 

The following week found me sitting with my classmates. They were discussing the upcoming 
Halloween and what hijinks and tricks they were planning for the night. I was only half listening 
due to the fact that I wouldn't be joining them. This was frustratingly due to strict parents 
that probably and thankfully kept me out of trouble. My ears perked up when the mention of 
the funny old truck in the back alley lot came up. The plan being, to push it out on Main Street. 
This hit me with shock and panic when I visualized the perfect glass and nearly irreplaceable 
guide ray lenses in the cowl mounted head lights. The truck though weathered and disheveled, 
held a stately grace that I could not allow to be desecrated by a group of young Halloween 
ghouls. 
  
School was never a strong point with me, much to the chagrin and concern of my parents and 
this day could not end soon enough. The day’s lessons were even more than normally lost on me 
as visions of that ancient relic of a truck being lost to the ambitions of some bad kids. As I 
recall, the next day was as 
much a wash for me and my 
t e a c h e r s d u e t o t h e 
conversation my father and I 
had. The night previous when I 
had returned from school and 
explained what was to occur, 
we decided to offer safe 
storage in our farm shop. Dad 
and I would go and see Mr. 
Graham after school. 

A day or two later, the truck 
was safely stored in our shop; 
i t w o u l d r e m a i n t h e r e 



untouched until the following summer. That was when I had the idea that we should restore the 
truck as a surprise for Doug. We had watched Doug restore and paint his family tractor. We 
also noticed the struggle he endured, from the weakness of his age and deteriorating 
health.           

The truck restoration started innocently enough with my father and I and sometimes my sister 
sanding away rust and dad rebuilding the top of the cab, thankfully much of the lower wood was 
solid and reusable. One day Doug arrived unannounced to check on his truck. The gig was up, we 
were discovered! He was thrilled and insisted even in his diminished capacity that he should 
participate. 

Dear Doug was really showing his age, his heart and ambition far outweighed  his abilities. 
Despite this he went home 
with the steel spider of the 
steering wheel and two rings 
of 5/8"plywood, the right 
circumference for the wheel.  

Sometime later that summer 
D o u g r e t u r n e d w i t h a 
beautifully varnished hand 
rounded wheel attached to 
that spider. To this day, I 
cannot gr ip that wheel 
without thinking of the love 
and hard work that our 
friend Doug put into that 
wheel.  

The truck was reunited with 
it's original box that year.  
It had been removed and 
placed unchanged onto a much 
newer Ford and eventually removed and left on blocks in the same fence line. Though somewhat 
weathered and worn, it was in amazingly good shape. The unique feature of this box was that it 
had been modified from it's original version as a narrow grain tank, into a wide dual purpose box 
for the hauling of cattle and grain.  

Doug and his brother used the truck for their farm as well as the custom haulage of cattle and 
grain for neighbouring farms. Doug told me stories of moving wooden bins, skidding it behind the 
loaded truck.   Also after a hard day of hauling away from the threshing machine, they would 
tarp the truck and spread their bed rolls in the box and spend the night in the truck. I have 
kept that box on the truck, in the original condition, as a testament of ingenuity and necessity. 



The next summer saw the 75th anniversary of our town in 1985; the goal was to drive the truck 
in that summer’s homecoming parade. The engine and drivetrain were left untouched, except for 
the removal and cleaning of the oil pan and a fresh coat of paint. Thanks to to Doug, being the 
good mechanic he was, he had flooded the engine with oil when retired to the fence line, and 
when requested, the old Lycoming roared to life ready to serve us with nothing more than a 
valve setting and still remains that way to this day. 

Time was catching up 
with Douglas by that 
spr ing ; hea l th set 
backs were starting to 
take their toll.  

Unfortunately, though 
offered, Doug declined 
the offer of driving his 
old friend, content to 
ride in the passenger 
seat with a satisfied 
smile that could only 
come from an old time 
mechanic feeling and 
smelling the mechanical 
personality of that old 
friend and business 
partner.  

The parade went off wonderfully, with only a few worries due to low oil pressure at idle, 
discovered after the 3 1/2 mile drive to town and trying to idle in the parade. Doug was not a 
proud man, but rather a kind and honest Scottish gentleman. Whether it was pleasure or pride, 
the joy in his smile cemented my love and respect for history and respect of my elders and 
their mechanical tools. 

Mr. Douglas Graham passed away that fall after seeing his truck returned to its past glory. He 
left us with that legacy, by giving us the truck. I guess he was satisfied that his truck was in 
the right hands.  And would be cherished by a new family. 

Time marched on. I joined my father in farming, officially in 1987 after graduating high school. 
Being a small mixed farm, Dad and I continued using older IH equipment. The line up included a 
Farmall M, H, 806 and 986. We added a 5288 in 1988 as well as 28 feet of IH 7200 hoe drill, 
replacing the 16 ft 620 press drills to better serve the addition of more land. 

Threshing had been accomplished with two 402 pull types but were replaced with the addition 
of a 914 pull type. In 1996 I purchased a new 29 foot deep tillage cultivator with a Morris air 
pack and 7130 tank with engine drive fan. Boy I felt like I was farming then! 



My interest in mechanics saw me start working for a New Holland dealership, but gradually I 
found a growing interest in automotive mechanics. This prompted me to open my own repair 
business out of my farm shop. Dad had retired and I made the decision to pursue my mechanical 
interests and rent out the farm in 2000. The face of agriculture had changed and with some dry 
years in the late eighties and mid nineties my spirit and enthusiasm was weak. Next move would 
have been a large increase in acreage and an increase in debt.   My heart just wasn't in it and I 
took the mechanical route. 

In the meantime the antique 
collection kept growing.  A 1929 six 
speed special, built out of three 
trucks by dad, appeared after the 
completion of the S-24. I rebuilt a 
57 A-100 pickup.  

Dad and I embarked on the pursuit 
and capture of a 1933 D-1 pickup - 
this truck was built, again from the 
compilation of 3 vehicles; 2 trucks 
found in Saskatchewan and one 
delivery chassis in Manitoba. 

The D-1 and the six speed 
special would not exist  if not 
f o r D a d ' s s k i l l w i t h 
woodworking. Blue prints for 
the D-1 were obtained from 
the Willys Knight Overland 
archives and transposed to 
patterns then drawn to wood.  

The D-1 project took a very 
long time due life changes for 
both dad and I. 
       
Life has a way of changing. I 
met and married my best 
friend Coreen in 2003. She 
came from a John Deere family farm, which has been the cause of much good hearted bantering 
between us and her father. After some years of exposure to my IH collecting problem, she has 
come to terms with it and has actually fallen in love with a 56 travelall and a 51 L110. With the 
decline of the rural community and the ever advancing of complicated electronics, I chose to 
change again, pursuing work in the oil field in pipeline integrity.   



I have never quite lost my contact with mechanics, returning for a short spell as a mechanic at a 
local CaseIH dealership. I still maintain the farmyard and even keep some cattle. I've actually 
returned to my roots, working locally for a mixed farm operation. My shop remains fully 
equipped and I still do the odd job for friends and family and fabrication work when I need 
something.   

Now back to my hobby. I have to add that I also had a soft spot for 4-wheel drive Dodge 
trucks. My yard has seen many an old Dodge wrecked for parts or repaired, some of which I still 
have. This weakness now has given way to IH 4x4’s. I now possess a near to original 1956 S-120 
4x4, a 1956 S-120 Travelall 4x4 and three Loadstar 4x4's. Lately I've been working on a 1967 
V-liner heavy truck that came home in the fall of 2014 from Gary Algot's place. I also have a 
few scouts around for good measure. 
      
Truth be known, I probably could be accused somewhat of being a hoarder, not completely 
finishing one project but going on with others. In my defence though, my love and interest, isn't 
and never will be in having a line up of pristinely restored trucks. Though that was my dream ,I 
just love the adventure, anticipation and thrill of finding new things and meeting new and 
diverse people; from the most friendly to the strangest, sometimes downright scary individuals, 
that I have met in the pursuit of trucks. I have had fun! There is a joy I find in showing 
children of the computer/smart phone generation, these wonderful old machines from a simpler 
time; seeing their wide eyed amazement, when they comprehend the lack of electronics and 
luxuries. I know I spend too much time thinking and fooling with this stuff, as I said at the 
start I admit I have an addiction. 
        
In closing all I can say, is that with these trucks and the friends I have made and continue to 
make, it keeps me sane. There are many problems in the world, many worries that keep me up at 
night, but being able to take a break from reality is what I need. The smell and the sound of one 
of my trucks is good medicine, one that is taken in moderation and shared with whoever I can.    
 

(Editor’s note:  Part of Iain’s IH collection:  The Obsolete Fleet!) 



DEALERSHIPS OF THE PAST    Sharp & Sons, Lacombe, AB 
 Submitted by Harvey Sharp 

Editor’s note:  The history of the Sharp family and their International Harvester is brought to you via 
advertisement clippings from the Lacombe Globe, Lacombe, Alberta. 

Alex Sharp’s parents were William Sharp and Maryann (Grose), who homesteaded east of 
Lacombe in 1896.   Alex was born in 1901 and died in 1972.  He and his wife Jean Paradis had a 
son Don and a daughter Ellen.   Don was in the Air Force in WW2 and when he came home, he 
started in business with Alex sometime in the late 1940’s.  Alex moved to Lacombe in late 30’s 
from his farm to start the machinery business and had hired men look after his farm. He and 
brother Hugh bought machinery  and farmed together; this continued until 1960 when Alex 
rented out his farm.    

 
In the August 
3, 1939 photo 
it says Sharp & 
Calvert.  Harry 
Calvert was a 
s t e p s o n o f  
Alex Sharp’s 
u n c l e , J o h n 
Grose.   We 
d o n ’ t k n o w 
exactly when 
Alex started in 
business but he 
and his brother 
Hugh (my Dad) 
had bought a 
n e w W D 4 0 
McCormick in 
1935.  It is 
still in running 
order at the 

Lacombe Antique Tractor Club in Lacombe.        

Then March 21, l940 shows A.L.Sharp, and from May 8, 1947 
it’s A.L.Sharp & Son (Don) which coincides with what my mom 
had written on the copy of letterhead she had.   

Included some of the Sharp’s Weekly News that appeared to 
be in the later months of 1951 (quite amusing).  The N.J. Miller 
ad first showed up in April 17, 1952, so somewhere between 
November 1951 and April 1952 was the sale to N.J. Miller.  









                
        

  



TRAVELS WITH DARALD MARIN, Past President 

From Lake Havasu, Arizona 

This month, nothing IH: getting harder to find down here.  I was at the Early Days Gas Engine 
and Tractor Association show this weekend in Welton, Az.  The only one IH tractor, a Super M 
with a poor restoration, dents painted over, wrong seat, after-market front end with the pre-
super wheels.  I didn't even take a picture of it.  This show has usually had lots of A's, C's, H's 
and M's but looks like the end of the line.    
        From an old South Dakota newspaper:   
Winter Convention: Kalamazoo, MI 

Marlene and I will be getting plane tickets 
tomorrow to Kalamazoo, MI for the winter 
convention.  If anyone is going please let us 
know.  (928) 680 0362. 

ht tp : / /na t i o na l i h c o l l e c t o r s . c om/
MichiganIHC/ 

International 
Harvester 

Collectors Club
Winter Convention
Hosted by IHCC National 
Board along with Michigan 

Chapter #11
February 28, 2019 

through March 2, 2019

http://nationalihcollectors.com/MichiganIHC/
http://nationalihcollectors.com/MichiganIHC/


NOMINATING COMMITTEE UPDATE 2019 

Our Annual Meeting and election of officers will take place this summer at our show in Perdue, 
Saskatchewan on July 27. 

We have three directors whose terms are up this year.  

They are Gary Algot, Iain Richardson, and John Richardson. 

We are always looking for new members to join the Board, so please consider nominating 
yourself or a fellow Chapter member and become a Director in IHC Collectors Chapter 38. 

You can send your nominations to either of us on the nominating committee and please include a 
brief biography so we can all get a chance to know you! 

We all have a strong connection to International Harvester and through the support of you – 
the membership – we can continue to grow and promote this legendary brand. 

Thanks from the nominating committee: Claude Roeland and Marty Nervick. 
_____________________________________________________________ 

HELP WANTED - SPECIAL REQUEST FOR SUPPORT 
  
VIA EMAIL:   I have started work on my Case International 885.  I am looking for information 
regarding part acquisition and a “sounding board” to answer questions as they arise.” 

Contact:  Don Kirk, Dewinton, AB, email:  woodman@platinum.ca 
________________________________________________________________________________
 

BUY/SELL CLASSIFIEDS 

Wanted:  Needed for the new IH Dealership Building at Sukanen Ship Museum, Moose 

Jaw, SK 

 Four of the one-gallon starting tanks off the 4 cylinder diesels.  

 Five to seven foot IH press drill 

 Seven foot cultivator        

 Contact: Darald Marin (306) 869 6939 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

mailto:woodman@platinum.ca


BUY - SELL - CLASSIFIEDS 

For Sale:  1944 “war time” Farmall M.  
Cosmetically correct, tight steering and pedals.   
Rear tires may be original.  $1900 drives it away.   
Contact Darald Marin  306 869 2262 

  

 

For Sale:  1966 1500. This truck also 
has to go, no room!  Six cylinder with 2 
speed axle, radio, box, hoist and tarp, 
good rubber.  $3800 and take it away.   
Contact Darald Marin  306 869 2262 

 

For Sale:  International 400 gasser.  
Very good tin, quite correct except for lights.  
Needs a clutch.  Seems to start and run good.  
$1900 or best offer. 
Contact Darald Marin  306 869 2262 



  


